
!
READ THE FOLLOWING SCENE AND THEN ANSWER THE QUESTIONS 
REGARDING THE SCENE AND THE CHARACTERS… !

TICK TALK 
by Lindsay Price !

Characters: What (16), Nothing (11). !
What you need to know: The two are sisters. The scene takes place in the older 
sister’s room. This scene is all in the subtext. It’s not what is said, but how it is said that 
reveals story and character. This is a little different than analyzing text directly, but a 
worthwhile exercise. !
WHAT enters. She is brushing her hair and humming to herself in a self-centered way.  !
WHAT moves from humming to singing to herself. She starts to use her hairbrush as a 
microphone. !
She really gets into the song she’s singing. !
NOTHING enters and hovers in the background. She imitates WHAT’s singing and uses 
exaggerated movements.  !
At some point, NOTHING makes a noise causing WHAT to turn around and see what 
NOTHING is doing. NOTHING freezes. !
NOTHING: (as if saying “Oh Oh”) Nothing… !
WHAT slams her hairbrush down and starts to chase NOTHING.  !
WHAT catches NOTHING and twists her arm around her back, clearly hurting her. !
WHAT: What? !
NOTHING: (trying to pretend it doesn’t hurt) Nothing. !
WHAT twists NOTHING’s arm harder. !



WHAT: What? !
NOTHING: (in pain) Nothing! Nothing! Nothing! !
WHAT: (as in “I can’t hear you”) What? !
NOTHING: Nothiiiiiiiiiiiiing! !
WHAT pushes NOTHING away from her in disgust. NOTHING lands on the ground, 
whimpering, holding her arm. WHAT stares at her and then rolls her eyes as NOTHING 
continues to whimper. !
WHAT: What? !
NOTHING: (small and sullen) Nothing. !
WHAT: (impatiently) What? !
NOTHING: Nothing. !
WHAT: (last chance) Whaaaaat? !
NOTHING: (small) Nothing. !
WHAT gives a world-weary sigh and holds her hands up as if to say “I’m done with 
you” to NOTHING. She exits. There is a moment of silence as NOTHING sits alone.  !
NOTHING sighs. She gets up and dusts herself off. She sees WHAT’s hairbrush. She 
picks it up gently, looking offstage after WHAT. She begins to brush her hair, just as 
WHAT did. She imitates the way WHAT sits and fixes her hair. She is not mocking in 
this moment. NOTHING holds the brush to her chest and gives a sad sigh. What 
NOTHING wants more than anything is to be like WHAT. !
WHAT enters and sees NOTHING with her hairbrush. She gives a shriek and chases 
NOTHING offstage. !
THE END !!



QUESTIONS TO ANSWER ABOUT THIS SCENE 
!
1. What is your first impression of the scene? !
2.   What happens in the scene? !
3.  Do you have any questions about the scene? !
4.  Who is the older sister? How do you know that? !
5. What is the last action in the scene? !
6. What is the tone of the scene? Cite the text to support your answer. !
7. What is the key detail in the scene? !
8.  Why does the author call the characters What and Nothing? What is the meaning 
behind these names? !
9. If you were going to give these characters traditional names what would they be and 
why? !
10. Why has the author only given these characters one line each of dialogue for the 
scene? What is the author trying to present?  !
11.  Is each word said the same way each time? How do you know? Cite the text to 
support your answer. !
12. How would you costume each character? How would costume show their 
personalities, since they can’t through dialogue? Explain your answer? !
13. What does each character want? What do they want from each other? What tactics 
do they use to get what they want? !


